process. Another aspect of the formation of the ring-like transition state is not just a closure of the alkene C-C separations, but also the necessary rehybridization of their C atoms from planar sp 2 towards tetrahedral sp
3
. This requires considerable atomic motion for the aryl and carboxylate groups. Hence, in brittle, inelastic crystals this is disfavored, possibly resulting in lower reaction rates, or in the extreme perhaps even becoming a 'Schmidt violation'. The concept of a flexible space to assist reaction rate can be traced to Cohen (1975) and his idea of a 'reaction cavity'. Ironically, the presence of bulkier aryl groups and larger separations between C C bonds can actually give more freedom to the needed rearrangement.
The study of the two polymorphs of 3,4-dimethoxycinnamic acid (DCMA) present some interesting contrasts (Mishra et al., 2015) . The original triclinic form I (Desiraju et al., 1984) has a layer arrangement with obvious slip or cleavage planes. Although only half of the molecules are set up for photoreaction, it is observed that the crystals exhibit photosalient behavior and jump after irradiation. This is consistent with 'Kaupp-behavior' and release of strain through massive dislocations in the slip planes. By contrast, in the newly discovered form II the molecular packing has an interlocking zigzag pattern. The molecular conformations are more similar to the final product truxillic acid and so the photoreaction in this polymorph is more 'Schmidt-like'.
The use of a nanoindentation method confirms the higher mechanical stiffness of the new form II. Whether this technique will be a game changer in understanding the many complexities of solid-state reactions remains to be seen. The nanoindentation method requires access to suitable crystal faces, which might be limited in some organic crystals. Overall it is clear that measurement of mechanical properties of organic crystals has long been neglected and a ready technique that can be applied at the level of relatively small individual crystallites could provide useful insights not otherwise available.
Bringing ancillary techniques to bear on a problem can give surprises, as well. For example through 13 C-CPMAS solidstate NMR studies, Fonseca et al. (2009) have shown that reaction rate is not well correlated with C C separation and reaction in -o-ethoxycinnamic acid (d = 4.53 Å ) is 2Â that of the o-methoxy analogue (d = 4.12 Å ). It appears to propagate in a two-dimensional manner from internal nuclei, rather than in a one-dimensional manner from the surface. Careful 13 C-CPMAS NMR studies of the photodimerization of the two DCMA polymorphs and conversely nanoindentation measurements on systems such as the -forms of o-methoxyand o-ethoxycinnamic acids would provide a useful crosscorrelation study of the two methods and indicate whether mechanical properties can indeed dominate in the progress of these solid-state reactions.
